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vices against hardware failures is improved.
(3) To realize new network nodes/services, necessary software can
be developed and deployed at once on the already prepared network virtualization platform. In this way, new functions can be
realized without adding specialized hardware, which had been
the case until now. New services can thus be provided promptly.
(4) Multiple network nodes can share general-purpose hardware
that make up the network virtualization platform, thus improving
efficiency of use. In this way, the number of hardware units can
be reduced, and network facilities can be built economically.

Kazuo Sugiyama
Managing Director of Core Network Development Department

NTT DOCOMO R&D is tackling the development of systems
that apply virtualization technology to mobile network nodes.
Virtualization enables hardware such as servers to be decoupled
from their underlying physical structure and be utilized logically
(For example, one physical server can be treated as multiple logical
servers). Currently, network functions in a mobile network (for example, the Evolved Packet Core [EPC]) are realized by software
operating on hardware dedicated to each node that forms the mobile
network. By applying virtualization technology to these network
nodes, software for each network node can operate on general-purpose hardware (called a network virtualization platform). Multiple
network nodes can share the network virtualization platform.
The benefits of applying virtualization technology to network
nodes are as follows:
(1) When traffic temporarily increases due to a disaster or largescale event, the processing capacity on network nodes become
insufficient. As a result, communication becomes congested
and it becomes difficult for calls to connect. In such a case, the
processing capacity on network nodes can be increased by incorporating the automatic addition of virtual resources on a network
virtualization platform. In this way, calls connect more easily
when communication is clogged.
(2) Customer service interruption can be prevented by establishing
a redundant operational/backup hardware architecture for network nodes. However, even with such a design, once a hardware
breakdown occurs, the architecture becomes in essence a single
structure until the hardware is repaired and restored. By applying
virtualization technology, new virtual resources can be automatically assigned from the network virtualization platform to take
the place of the defective hardware. Thus, redundancy can be
constantly maintained and the reliability of communication serNTT DOCOMO Technical Journal Vol. 17 No. 1

To maximize these advantages, it is necessary for hardware and
software to work together in a mixed environment consisting of
equipment from multiple vendors. For this effort to succeed, cooperating with many vendors is necessary.
In October 2014, NTT DOCOMO released out a press announcement entitled “DOCOMO Successfully Trials NFV Using Multivendors’ Virtualization Systems” [1]. This test demonstrated not
only NTT DOCOMO’s success in using multiple vendors’ equipment to realize virtualization technology, it also proved that it is
possible to build a system in which multiple vendors collaborate.
Through this trial, we confirmed once again that to skillfully build
and operate a multi-vendor environment, it is necessary to standardize a unified inter-system interface. At NTT DOCOMO, we are
currently collaborating with major vendors and actively contributing
documents toward standardization decisions.
In addition, we are seeking to commercialize virtualized Evolved
Packet Core (vEPC) within FY2015. This is our first application of
virtualization technology to network nodes. The LTE network is
continuing to expand as customers increase. By applying virtualization technology to EPC, which provides core network functions to
LTE services and has great processing loads, we can maximize the
advantages of virtualization technology. Furthermore, as the next
step, we are also researching and expanding the application of virtualization technology to other network nodes that make up current
mobile networks.
As described in this article, standardization of the application of
virtualization technology to network nodes is being intensively deliberated. We are convinced that virtualization technology will make
our core network, which bears the “mission of NTT DOCOMO,”
even more stable, economical, and attractive. We are also actively
incorporating new technologies in the development of future core
networks to provide a satisfying communication environment to
our customers.

REFERENCE
[1] NTT DOCOMO Press Release: “DOCOMO Successfully Trials NFV
Using Multi-vendors’ Virtualization Systems,” Oct. 2014.
https://www.nttdocomo.co.jp/english/info/media_center/pr/2014/
1014_00.html
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IoT

A variety of devices able to connect with smartphones have

WebAPI

Service Innovation Department

entered the market recently. However, the development envi-

Takafumi Yamazoe
Hiroaki Hagino

ronments for each product are different, and developing content for each OS environment and individual device is becoming an issue. With device specifications dependent on
communication protocols such as Bluetooth®*1, affinity for
Web services is also low. As such, we have developed a Web
interface technology that operates on smartphones and has
strong generality and extensibility. This article describes development of this technology and efforts toward standardization.

1. Introduction

needed when developing a service using

which differentiate them from each other,

a variety of devices.

to be used. Even hybrid applications,

A variety of devices, such as wrist bands

One way to implement content that

which enable Web applications to operate

and cameras, that are able to connect with

is not dependent on the environment is

like native applications, are limited in

smartphones and exchange information or

the Web application (Web content that

that they are dependent on the state of

control them have entered the market.

operates as an application within a Web

device support in the existing framework.

browser). As part of the standardization

Even with hybrid applications, if the

However, in order to develop services using these devices, original, manufacturer-specific specifications must be

of

HTML5*2

at the World Wide Web
3,

Consortium (W3C)* Application Pro-

user has multiple applications that use
varions devises installed on the same

supported, which can create difficulty.

gramming Interfaces

are being

terminal, each application will have to

Standardization of wearable and health-

consolidated to use devices from Web

have dedicated functions to access the

care devices is advancing, but it is lim-

applications. However, they assume the

devices. As with native applications, this

ited in scope, and usually there is no

commoditization of functions and devices,

issue has still not been resolved.

compatibility between specifications.

so while they are generic and general

As such, NTT DOCOMO has devel-

Because of this, implementations specific

purpose, they do not allow the specialized

oped the Device Connect WebAPI, com-

to individual devices and standards are

functions provided by individual devices,

bining standard Web technologies and

©2015 NTT DOCOMO, INC.
Copies of articles may be reproduced only for personal, noncommercial use, provided that the name
NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal, the name(s) of the
author(s), the title and date of the article appear in the
copies.
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Bluetooth : A short-range wireless communication specification for wireless connection of
mobile terminals, notebook computers, PDAs
and other portable terminals. Bluetooth is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG Inc. in the
United States.
HTML5: An enhanced version of HTML formulated by WHATWG and W3C (see*3).
®
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general smartphone functions to create

freely, even from a Web browser, so that

(2) The virtual server receives the

a mechanism that enables any content or

devices can be used from Web applica-

device access request, and con-

service, whether native or Web applica-

tions. Specifically, access to devices is

verts it to a control command

tion, to use any device by accessing the

provided by the following procedure, as

for the OS and individual device.

WebAPI. This article describes the fea-

shown in Figure 3.

tures of the Device Connect WebAPI
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and related initiatives.

2. Features and Mechanism
The main features of the Device

(1) The Web application sends a

Generally, WebAPIs are used through

request for device access to the

an IP network, so the Device Connect

WebAPI on the virtual server

WebAPI can be accessed from either

through the internal IP network

native or Web applications. Also, it is

on the smartphone.

not dependent on the OS development

Connect WebAPI are a common method
Hybrid application

for device access, device abstraction
Native
application

through functions, and strong generality

Web application
(HTML5+JavaScript)

and extensibility.

2.1 Common Method for
Device Access

WebView
Framework
Any function
can be used,
just like a native
application

Libraries
Any function can
be used

Ordinary native applications (appli-

Kernel
Smartphone OS

cations downloaded from an applica-

Device

tion store for the OS and running on a
smartphone) access devices using methods provided by the OS, as shown in

Figure 1

Using a device from a native or hybrid application

Figure 1. This enables any function to
be implemented, but also requires appli-

Web site on the Internet

cations to be implemented for each OS,

Web application

and each device. Also, accessing devices

Web application
(HTML5+JavaScript)
Web application
(HTML5+JavaScript)
(HTML5+JavaScript)

from a Web application depends on func-

Web browser

tions provided by the Web browser, as

Only device APIs
specified in HTML5

Framework

shown in Figure 2. Currently, even

Libraries

though W3C has standardized APIs for

Kernel

accessing basic devices, only some of the

Smartphone OS

functions have been implemented in Web

Usable functions
depend on the Web
browser specifications

Device

browsers on smartphones. In contrast to
this, the Device Connect WebAPI runs as
a virtual server on the smartphone and
provides a WebAPI to access devices

*3

*4

Figure 2

Using a device from a general Web application (Web browser)

W3C: An international organization that promotes
the standardization of technologies used on the
WWW.
API: General-purpose interfaces for using functions and data.
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Device Connect WebAPI

2.2 Device Abstraction by
Function

environment, run-time environment or
device being connected to, and general-

each device. For example, devices with

The Device Connect WebAPI ab-

a function to turn on a light, whether a

stracts individual devices, with original

light switch, a camera, or a toy, all per-

functions specified by each manufactur-

form a common operation with a com-

purpose Web or native application implementations can be used.

er, using the set of functions provided by

mon code description such as “turn on
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(native application)

Web application
Web application
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Web application
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Extension plug-in B
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(HTML5+JavaScript)
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Web browser
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the light.” Figure 4 shows an example
Device access requests are converted
to control commands
for each device (plugin extension)

Framework
Library

Any function can
be used as a native application

IP network
layer

Kernel

of controlling devices with different purposes in similar ways from a Web browser.

2.3 Strong Generality and
Extensibility
The Device Connect WebAPI is composed of the core, which operates as a

Android OS

virtual server, and plug-ins, which con-

Device

nect to and control devices, as shown in
Figure 3

Using a device from the Device Connect WebAPI (Android OS example)

Figure 5.
As described in section 2.1, the core

Smart Light

Specify light API

Specify color

Specify light API

Specify color

“Turn on the light” operation implemented with
the same code

Select device

Radio-controlled ball

Figure 4

Example of operation from a Web browser
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sibility.

relays API requests received through the
IP network to the plug-ins. As such, the

in ways unintended by the user. However,

3. Security Measures

core does not have any real functionality
besides system administration, and does

applications using the Device Connect

The Device Connect WebAPI is de-

WebAPI are installed separately from the

signed to extend functionality, allowing

Device Connect WebAPI, and the func-

Conversely, the plug-ins have the

access to various device functions from

tions are used through the IP network,

actual functions for accessing the device,

the smartphone OS or Web browser, so

so the confirmation screen cannot be dis-

and provide API specifications for using

ensuring security is an issue (Figure 6).

played for the Device Connect WebAPI,

As such, it implements various

which has already received permission

not have individual API specifications.

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

prevent the application from behaving

the various functions of the device.
Since the core does not implement

measures to protect against malicious

any functionality or specify APIs, any

applications, interception, tampering or

Thus, to prevent unintended access

new device can be supported by adding

impersonation (spoofing) of the virtual

to functions, the Device Connect WebAPI

a new plug-in. For the convenience of

server.

virtual server uses OAuth authentica-

developers, general and generic functions

to use the functions.

tion*5, which is a security model used

3.1 User Consent for Use of
Functions by Services

are pre-defined in the API specifications,
but any additional APIs can be defined

widely on the Internet. When a service
first accesses the virtual server, it checks

in the plug-in, so that special and unique

When a user installs a native appli-

a list of functions that it will use with the

functionality in each device can be used.

cation on a smartphone OS, the user is

user, preventing access to functions not

This enables the Device Connect WebAPI

presented with a screen to authorize the

intended by the user, as with conventional

to achieve strong generality and exten-

application to use certain functions, to

applications.

Application supporting the
Device Connect WebAPI

Standard functions
specified in SDK

Core includes only systemmanagement functions (plugin search, security, etc.)

Device Connect WebAPI
Standard functions for
which a device is not
present are implemented
by combining device
functions

Core (virtual server)

Screen

Non-standard
functions are
specified in a plug-in
and used
↓
Any functional
extension is possible

Plug-in SDK

Plug-in SDK
Accelerometer

Plug-in search
Security

Notifications

Accelerometer

Screen

Notifications
Sonar

Plug-in for device 1
Accelerometer

Plug-in for device 2

Notifications
(combination of screen and vibration)
Vibration
Screen

Accelerometer

Screen

Notifications

Library for Device 1

Library for Device 2

Device 1

Device 2

Figure 5

Special, devicespecific functions
are also supported
(e.g.: sonar)

Sonar

Sonar

Device Connect WebAPI architecture

*5
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OAuth authentication: A standard method
for certifying secure APIs used in Web services
and other applications.

7

Device Connect WebAPI

3.2 Interception or Falsification
of Communication

communication within the terminal cannot be obtained without having root per-
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Since the application and virtual

missions.

3.3 Impersonation of
Virtual Servers

server communicate through the IP net-

Communication outside the terminal,

work, there is a risk of interception or fal-

which requires a separate mechanism for

Virtual servers are implemented as

sification. Ideally, communication should

secrecy, is designed to be handled by

ordinary native applications, so the pos-

be encrypted using Secure Sockets Layer

plug-ins, so it is outside of the scope of

sibility of an application terminating the

(SSL)*6

or other means, but the virtual

the Device Connect WebAPI. Plug-ins

virtual server and then impersonating the

server is installed and used on the

operate as ordinary native applications,

virtual server must be handled.

smartphone, so encryption key infor-

so they are able to use dynamically gen-

Thus, in addition to monitoring the

mation cannot be protected from reverse

erated key information, unlike the Web

state of the virtual server, the virtual serv-

engineering*7,

and dynamically generat-

browser, and they can be used for en-

er is explicitly launched from the Web lay-

ed keys cannot be used from the Web

crypting communication outside of the

er, and during processing, an Intent*9

browser. Thus, for our smartphone se-

terminal. For information passed between

URL scheme is used as a mechanism to

curity model, we verified the secrecy of

the virtual Web server core and plug-ins,

protect against impersonation. This is the

HTTP*8

communication, and confirmed

security can be preserved by various se-

mechanism that enables native applica-

that various information regarding HTTP

curity models provided by the smartphone

tions to be launched from the standard

Content developer

Application provider

Reliable channel

Plug-in developers

Unreliable channel
Intent/Intent URL scheme
HTTP communication

Content
impersonation

AppID

AppID

Reliable unique ID

Application
store

Web
server

Interception, falsification
Interception, falsification

Virtual
server
Application name
falsification

Web browser
Malicious application

Server impersonation

AppID

Web
application

Plug-in

Malicious plug-in

Interception, falsification

Server impersonation

Figure 6

*6
*7

*8
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OS.

SSL: A protocol for encrypted communications.
Reverse engineering: A process of analyzing
the configuration and operation of software or
hardware to clarity manufacturing methods and
operating principles.
HTTP: A communications protocol used to send
and receive HTML and other content between
Web browsers and Web servers.

Security measure perspective

*9

Intent: A mechanism provided by the Android
OS for programs to exchange parameters. Used
between components within an application and
between applications to exchange information.
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Android™*10 Web browser, by specifying
11,
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a package name*

allowing information

as open source software [1]. A Web in-

by using a Web interface that abstracts

terface specification as a REpresenta-

functionality, the architecture emphasizes

to be passed explicitly from the Web layer

tional State Transfer (REST)

as

incorporation of other specifications. Thus,

to the native application layer. However,

well as Software Development Kits

even with a flood of different specifica-

the opposite, passing information from

(SDK)*

the native application layer to the Web

vaScript*16

API*13,

and Ja-

tions, it can be used as an interface for

environments to make con-

integrating all of them. NTT DOCOMO

layer, is not possible. Information veri-

tent development easier, and SDKs for

has already contributed the Device Con-

fying that impersonation is not occurring

Android and iOS plug-in development

nect WebAPI specification to the Open

is sent as a parameter to the native appli-

are provided.

Mobile Alliance (OMA)*17 Generic open

14

for Android,

iOS*15,

cation layer the first time only, and for

As described in section 2, many fea-

terminal API (GotAPI)*18 specification,

all subsequent interaction, information

tures of the Device Connect WebAPI,

and it will be released as a standard in

proving that it is not fake is exchanged

such as generality through a Web inter-

March 2015.

in the Web layer only in order to detect

face and extensibility through plug-ins,

any impersonation.

are based on the architecture. Standard-

5. Conclusion

ization of device access has been done

We have developed the Device Con-

with various goals in the past, but they

nect WebAPI as an architecture enabling

Plug-ins contain the implementations

have focused on building a closed model

use of all functions of a variety of devices

of functions, and can be considered the

with vertically-integrated protocol stack,

linked to smartphones from content. The

same as ordinary native applications.

or conversely, specified only a limited

technology developed has been released

Thus, using the smartphone security

part of the communication protocol. Very

as open source software on GitHub using

model, it is possible to check whether a

little effort has emphasized generality

the MIT license*19, and is being stand-

malicious application is using functions

and extensibility of the architecture. For

ardized at OMA as GotAPI. Publishing

not intended when the plug-in is installed

example, in setting near-field communi-

details of the technology contributes to

or on the settings screen.

cation protocols, several organizations

expanding its use and improving security,

have their own specifications, as a means

and will promote use in a variety of

of creating exclusive lock-in, but they

content and support for more devices.

3.4 Malicious Plug-ins

4. Initiatives for
Development of the
Device Connect WebAPI
The source code for the overall archi-

effectively lose any compatibility between devices, and reduce convenience
for users.

tecture of Device Connect WebAPI, in-

On the other hand, by not specifying

cluding a virtual server implementation,

the protocol stack there is no lock-in

GitHub*12

with the Device Connect WebAPI, and

*10 Android™: A software platform for smartphones
and tablets consisting of an operating system,
middleware and major applications. A trademark
or registered trademark of Google Inc., in the
United States.
*11 Package name: Information identifying an application. Uniqueness is guaranteed by smartphone
application stores.
*12 GitHub: A sharing Web service for software
development projects.

*13 REST API: A style of software architecture used
on the Web.
*14 SDK: A tool or set of tools used for software
development.
*15 iOS: A trademark or registered trademark of
Cisco Corp. in the U.S.A. and other countries.
*16 JavaScript: A script language appropriate for
use in Web browsers. JavaScript is a registered
trademark or trademark of Oracle Corporation,
its subsidiaries and affiliates in the United States

has already been published on
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and other countries.
*17 OMA: An organization that promotes standardization of mobile-related applications.
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specified by the OMA and based on a study of
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*19 MIT License: A software license providing no
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Image recognition

We have developed an image recognition system that makes

Service Innovation Department

it possible to recognize items (objects) in a photograph by
instantly searching for similar images in a large-scale data-

Hayato Akatsuka
Teppei Inomata
Toshiki Sakai

base containing over five million images. By implementing
this real-time image recognition algorithm, we have realized
a new human interface which takes an image as an input to
the system instead of text or voice data. In this article, we
describe our high-speed image recognition algorithm developed by NTT DOCOMO, as well as an image recognition
API provided by NTT DOCOMO.

recognition algorithms has become more

troller. In e-commerce, Amazon.com in-

active because the image recognition

troduced real-time product identification

Image recognition refers to technol-

requires processing power. Reduction

from images using object recognition,

ogies to identify objects within images.

in size and price of cameras has enabled

and developed Amazon Firefly*3 [4] in

In the history of image recognition,

ordinary consumers to experience the

2014, which direct users to its online

character recognition was developed first,

benefits of image recognition in their

shopping site through object recognition.

and has been useful in improving work

daily lives. For example, Toyota Motors

These are just a few examples, but they

efficiencies in commercial and industrial

Corporation is providing the Night-View

show how image processing has perme-

fields. In Japan, with the introduction of

system [2], as part of initiatives to achieve

ated our daily lives in the half-century

the postal code system in 1968, Toshiba

a traffic-accident-free society, using image

since its introduction. In the future, as

Corporation implemented automatic mail

processing. The Night-View system de-

smartphones and wearable devices be-

sorting equipment [1] that incorporates

tects pedestrians and notifies the driver

come more common, we expect the need

the first ever hand-written character recog-

in real time in order to improve safety

for instant recognition of all kinds of

nition. The equipment mechanized the

when driving at night. In the gaming

objects in photographs will increase still

sorting of mail by postal code, which

industry, Microsoft developed the Ki-

further.

had been done by hand before this inven-

nectTM*1

in 2010,

To this end, NTT DOCOMO is work-

tion. More recently, as computing power

which enabled natural game play through

ing to develop and improve our own im-

has increased, development of image

gestures, without using a physical con-

age recognition technologies. We have

1. Introduction

©2015 NTT DOCOMO, INC.
Copies of articles may be reproduced only for personal, noncommercial use, provided that the name
NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal, the name(s) of the
author(s), the title and date of the article appear in the
copies.
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Specific object recognition

[3] for

Xbox360®*2

*1

*2

Kinect™: A registered trademark or trademark
of Microsoft Corp. in the United States and other countries.
®
Xbox360 : A registered trademark of Microsoft
Corp. and related companies.
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already provided our Utsushite Hon-

ognizes items (objects) in photographs.

yaku*4 service, which performs character

These algorithms result in the accuracy

For each keypoint extracted from

recognition to provide foreign language

and processing speed of the image recog-

the query and reference images in

translations of Japanese by simply hold-

nition. This article also gives an overview

(1), a vector describing the charac-

ing the camera over the text. Currently,

of the image recognition Application

teristics of the keypoint (“image fea-

we are also developing an image recog-

Programming Interface (API), which

tures”) is computed from information

nition engine that can recognize more

NTT DOCOMO began offering in Octo-

such as the distribution of brightness

complex objects than text. For recognition

ber 2010, through docomo Developer

at and around the point. This process

of complex objects, images of the ob-

support [5], in order to create open inno-

is done in real time for the query

jects to be recognized had to be regis-

vation and to support developers.

image, and beforehand, off-line for

tered in the database beforehand, and
the main task of the image recognition
is to identify items (or objects) by com-

(2) Image feature*5 description

the reference images.

2. Image Recognition
Details

(3) Image feature comparison
The image features for the query

paring input images with images stored

2.1 Image Recognition Algorithms

and reference images are compared,

in the large-scale database in real time.

The image recognition algorithm used

and the reference image which has

One big challenge for image recognition

in the image recognition engine devel-

image features that are the most

is handling the large-scale database in

oped by NTT DOCOMO (hereinafter

similar to those of the query image

real time. As the number of items reg-

referred to as “the algorithm”) mainly

is selected.

istered in the database increases, the

focus on objects which have distinctive

number of items which share similar

patterns on their planar surfaces. It iden-

image characteristics increases as well,

tifies what the items in the photograph

low in more detail.

and this causes a drop in recognition

are (e.g., if it is a book, then the book

1) Keypoint Detection

accuracy. Also, as the number of imag-

itself can be recognized, so that specific

To identify an object in a photograph

es registered in the database increases,

information about the book can be ob-

by image recognition, image character-

it takes more time to look up items in

tained). The image recognition process

istics of the object must be extracted

the database, and this causes a drop in

is divided roughly into the following

from the image data. With specific object

processing speed. NTT DOCOMO solved

three phases (Figure 1).

recognition, a set of keypoints extracted

these issues that commonly exist in im-

(1) Keypoint detection

Each of these phases is described be-

from the image characterizes the object.

age recognition by improving our algo-

Points that indicate characteristics

It is desirable that the same key-

rithms, and realized highly accurate im-

of the object (keypoints) are extract-

points can be extracted invariantly from

age recognition from a large-scale data-

ed from the image entered by the

the image, regardless of various photo-

base of several million images in less

user (the query image) in real time.

graphic conditions and shooting methods.

than one second. Our image recognition

The keypoints in images of objects

Typically, scale-invariant keypoints ap-

algorithm is based on specific object

stored in the database are similarly

pear at corners or at the intersections of

recognition.

extracted beforehand. These images

lines. We have combined several corner

stored in the database hereinafter

detection methods to implement more

will be called “reference images.”

reliable keypoint detection.

This article describes the algorithms
used in image recognition technology
developed by NTT DOCOMO that rec-

*3
*4

Amazon Firefly: A trademark of Amazon.com
in the United States and other countries.
Utsushite Honyaku: The name of character
recognition service provided by NTT DOCOMO.
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Keypoints are extracted from the

*5

Feature: A feature consists of numerical values.
Sets of features capture unique image characteristics of an object that can represent the object.
In particular, our feature is computed based on
the brightness distribution surrounding detected
keypoints.
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Query image

(1) Keypoint
detection

Image recognition result

(2) Image feature
description

(sorted by similarity score in
descending order)

Image feature

[1] itemName: Image Recognition
API Introduction …
Score: 12345.6

10100101110 …

[2] itemName: Communications
Technology Fundamentals …
Score: 7891.0

(3) Image feature comparison
(compute score based on similarities)

Database

(2) Image feature
description

(1) Keypoint
detection

A. Item information (text data)
B. Item image feature

Register in database

Image feature
Item information

1010011110 …

itemName: Image
Recognition API Introduction
Isbn13 : 000-0000000XXX
Publisher: Sample Corp.
Author: Taro Docomo
releaseDate : 2014/11/11

01100101101 …

…

itemName: Communications
Technology Fundamentals
Isbn13 : 000-0000000YYY
Publisher: Sample Corp.
Author: Hanako Docomo
releaseDate : 2014/12/30

Figure 1

…

…
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Reference images

…
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[3] …

Image recognition process

query image in real time and from the

same, we expect many of the keypoints

a given keypoint, the feature is invariant,

reference images off-line beforehand. It

in the query image to correspond to key-

regardless of changes in scale or rotation

is desirable that the same keypoints are

points in the reference image. We com-

between photographs. Comparing image

detected in the query image and the ref-

pute a unique image feature for each

features makes it possible to find similar

erence images, but at certain degree of

keypoint in order to compute the similar-

images.

discrepancy can be expected due to dif-

ity between the query image and refer-

ferences in photographic conditions and

ence images.

shooting methods, even though the key-

The image feature used in this algo-

There are several standard ways of
describing local features in computer
vision. One is called Scale-Invariant

points detection is robust.

rithm is typically called a “local feature”

Feature Transform (SIFT) [6], and an-

2) Image Feature Description

in specific object recognition. The local

other is called Speeded Up Robust Fea-

An image feature is computed for

feature is a vector that describes the

tures (SURF) [7]. Both algorithms pro-

each keypoint detected in the previous

distribution of brightness in the area at

duce local features that are scale and

phase. If the objects shown in the query

and around the keypoint. Our algorithm

orientation invariant. For our algorithm,

image and a reference image are the

defines the image feature such that for

we have kept scale and roll invariance

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal Vol. 17 No. 1

as with SIFT and SURF, but coded the

feature similarity of the pairs.
With millions of reference images,

tographs of the object taken from the

speed up the image feature comparison,

computing the similarities by brute force

front, but images are rotated along line-

as described in 3).

would take more than one minute to per-

of-sight axis), (5) ENLARGED (photo-

3) Image Feature Comparison

form just one image recognition or pro-

graphs of the object taken from the front,

cess just one query image.

but enlarged so that only part of object

In this phase, the set of local features

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

with random noise), (4) ROLLED (pho-

local feature using binary* vectors to
6

from the query image are compared

To solve this problem, we developed

is shown in the frame), (6) REDUCED

with those of reference images in order

a faster comparison technique using Lo-

(photographs of the object taken from

Hashing*7

to retrieve highly similar objects from

cality Sensitive

(LSH). LSH

the front, but zoomed out), (7) PANNED

the database. Our algorithm is advanced

summarizes local features in a hash

(photographs of the object taken from the

compared to others in the computer vi-

space with fewer dimensions, so that

left), (8) TILTED (photographs of the

sion industry today, because it can per-

similar data can be searched efficiently.

object taken from below) (Figure 2).

form local feature comparisons much

LSH is a probabilistic search technique,

After image recognition, we take

faster.

so it is not theoretically guaranteed to

the top-three items from each image

The database contains both product

find the optimal solution, but in most

recognition result, with items sorted by

information and local features for each

real cases, it does find an appropriate

similarity score. If there are any correct

object. The product information includes

solution. It is also able to complete a

items within in the top-three items, we

title, author, and publication date, for

comparison with several million refer-

increment the number of correct image

example. The local features are calcu-

ence images in less than one second.

recognitions by one. Then, we divide
the number of correct image recogni-

lated for each reference image as described in 2). These local features are

2.2 Recognition Performance

tions by the number of image recogni-

used for recognition because binary com-

In order to check the performance

tions attempted to calculate the recog-

parison based on local features is much

of our image recognition algorithm, we

nition accuracy. Note that the number of

faster than brute-force comparison based

conducted evaluation tests. Here, we

image recognitions attempted is same as

on raw image data.

describe the details of these tests and

the number of query images, and the

The local features from the query

summarize the results in terms of both

number of correct image recognitions

image are compared with all of the local

recognition accuracy and processing

cannot exceed the number of query im-

features stored in the database in order

speed.

ages (Figure 3). In our evaluation re-

to extract matching keypoint pairs. If

1) Recognition Accuracy

sults, we achieved accuracy of over 90%,

the same object appears in both the query

We conducted experiments to eval-

and we found that some types of query

image and a reference image, many key-

uate recognition accuracy using eight

image do not degrade image recogni-

point pairs will be found. After extracting

different types of query images and ap-

tion accuracy. These included FRONT,

matching keypoints, posture estimation

proximately one million reference im-

BLURRED and NOISY images. Converse-

is performed to eliminate a set of key-

ages. Types of query image include (1)

ly, images whose appearance is different

point pairs which do not follow the ma-

FRONT (clear photographs of the object

from the corresponding reference image

jority of them. A similarity score is then

taken from the front, filling up the pho-

showed degraded image recognition ac-

computed based on the number of re-

tograph frame), (2) BLURRED (blurred

curacy. These included PANNED and

maining keypoint pairs and the image

photographs), (3) NOISY (photographs

TILTED images. For both ENLARGED

*6

Binary: A format for expressing numerical values in base two using strings of 0s and 1s.
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*7

Hash: A technique to map data of arbitrary size
to data of fixed size. In this article, it is used to
speed up the data comparisons.
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though they share similar image-feature

ages, details in image data are lost when

accuracy decreases because fewer key-

properties with their reference images,

they are reduced and compressed (Fig. 2).

points are extracted from such query

parts of the object are not captured with-

So far, we have identified two factors

images. For ENLARGED images, even

in the photograph. For REDUCED im-

that contribute to decreasing recognition

Recognition is easy

and REDUCED images, the recognition

Blurred

Enlarged

Reduced

Figure 2

Rolled

100.0

96.9

96.9

Panned

Tilted

Eight types of query image for evaluation

95.9

94.8

90.0
80.0

73.2

70.0

56.2

60.0
50.0

45.4

41.2

40.0
30.0
20.0
10.0
0.0

正面画像
Front
image

ぼかし
Blurred

ノイズ
Noisy

Figure 3
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Noisy

Recognition is difficult

Front

Recognition accuracy (%)
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ロール
Rolled

拡大（2倍）
縮小（1/2倍）
Enlarged
(2x) Reduced
(x1/2)

パン
Panned

チルト
Tilted

Recognition accuracy
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accuracy in evaluation tests. The first is

images required an average of 0.24 sec-

the algorithm described above, and re-

changes in the appearance of the object

onds of processing time, while using

turns the product information associated

in the query images due to different scale

one million reference images required

with reference images similar to the que-

or orientation. When the appearance of

an average of 0.64 seconds. Increasing

ry image.

the object differs between input image

the number of reference images by a

Most other image recognition ser-

and reference image, keypoints extract-

factor of ten resulted in an increase in

vices, such as GAZIRU®*9 [9] provided

ed from the two sources also vary. This

computing time by a factor of 2.7. De-

by NEC Corporation, and the object

causes fewer keypoints to be matched

vices such as glasses-type wearable de-

recognition software [10] from PUX

between the query and reference images

vices are currently spreading quickly,

Corporation, only provide a recognition

and introduces a drop in image recogni-

so we are working to further increase

engine, and users of the image recog-

tion accuracy. The second is difficulty

processing speed in order to realize more

nition service must gather the database,

in selecting the correct reference image

seamless recognition in real time.

including images and the names of the

when there are many similar reference
images. For example, there may be a
series of books whose appearance dif-

3. Image Recognition
API Service Details

objects in those images (information
regarding what is in the images), and
store it in the database on their own.

fers only in title and otherwise look the

The image recognition technology

Our image recognition API provides

same. In such a case, since books in the

described above is provided on docomo

both the image recognition engine and

series share a common appearance,

Developer support [8] to application and

a database of over five million items

image recognition accuracy can drop.

service developers as “Image Recogni-

that NTT DOCOMO has gathered. Since

NTT DOCOMO is currently working

tion API”. This image recognition API

developers can use the API with less la-

on solving these two issues in order to

is a RESTful (REpresentational State

bor for gathering data, they can develop

further improve recognition accuracy.

Transfer)

and is available to reg-

and build mashup*10 applications and

2) Processing Speed

istered members of docomo Developer

services using image recognition easily.

support.

Our API design concept is that it can be

For brute-force matching methods,

API*8

the number of comparisons between
each query image and the reference images increases in proportion to the num-

used by simply inputting an image, as

3.1 Image Recognition API
Features

described below, and developers need
not be concerned with the internal image

ber of reference images. However, since

“Image Recognition API” allows

recognition processes when using it. This

we have applied the high-speed match-

computers to perform image based recog-

makes it easy to develop image recog-

ing technique using LSH to compare

nition of the packaging of products sold

nition applications and services without

the query images and reference images,

in Japan. Books, DVDs, CDs, PC soft-

any knowledge of the image recognition

image features are compressed into a

ware, game software, and foods are sup-

mechanisms.

lower-dimensional vector space and

ported. The image recognition API has

this makes the increase in the number

a database of image and product infor-

of comparisons much less than with

mation for more than five million prod-

Figure 4 shows the typical steps

brute-force matching. In the results of

ucts on the market. It compares the fea-

when using the image recognition API,

our evaluation tests, recognizing one

tures of an input image with those of

from inputting an image to the image

query image using 100,000 reference

reference images in the database using

recognition API to receiving the recog-

RESTful API: An API conforming to REST.
REST is a style of software architecture developed based on design principles proposed by
Roy Fielding in 2000.

*9 GAZIRU : A trademark of NEC Corp.
*10 Mashup: To create and provide a service by
combining the content and services from several
other, different services.

*8
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3.2 Usage

®
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nition result. Users of the image recog-

Attach image to request
body

nition API input a query image using the
Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP)
POST method*11, attaching it to the re-

• Extract image features
• Match with product database

quest body*12, and receive the recognition result in reply.

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

The result is returned as JavaScript
Object Notation

(JSON)*13

Image
recognition
API
Recognition result

format text

data, including the name of the product
Result is returned in JSON format

in the query image, a certainty score

{

(similarity between query and reference

"recognitionId": “XXXXXXX",
"candidates": [ {
"score": 1536.0234375,
"itemId": "book_XXXXXXXXX",
"category": "book",
"imageUrl": "https://XXXX/sample.png",
"detail": {
"isbn13": "000-0000000XXX",
"publisher": "Sample Corp.",
"author":["Taro Docomo"],
"itemName": "Image Recognition API
Introduction",
"releaseDate": "2014/11/11"
},
"sites": [{
"url": "https://XXXXX"
}
]
}
]

image), and product details. Product details can include, for example, the publisher, publication date and author for a
book, or links to e-commerce sites where
the product is sold.
The API also provides end-points for
}

feedback, so users can provide feedback
on the suitability of recognition results.
Feedback is used to improve recognition
accuracy and to update the database.

Figure 4

Image recognition process in a service (or application)
with the image recognition API

3.3 Service Examples
Users of the image recognition API

The image recognition API is also

oper support became more active devel-

can develop new image recognition ser-

very compatible with Augmented Real-

oping image recognition applications

vices by combining their own ideas with

ity (AR), making it possible to recognize

using AR technology and wearable de-

the information returned by the image

products and display information over-

vices.

recognition API. Possible examples in-

laid on the image or video based on the

clude applications that provide product

result of image recognition. In particular,

reviews and display prices retrieved

eyeglass-type wearable devices such as

In this article, we have described our

from the Internet based on the product

Google Glass are very compatible. On

image recognition algorithm, and our

name and e-commerce site links returned

these devices, image recognition could

image recognition API service.

from our API, or that allow users to take

be performed on images captured with

The accuracy of image recognition

a picture of a product and then immedi-

the attached camera and the information

depends on how an object is photographed,

ately purchase it on an e-commerce site,

displayed on the screen of the glasses,

and the speed of image recognition de-

like Amazon Firefly [4]. Various other

enabling the user to get information

pends on how many objects are regis-

applications are possible, such as image

seamlessly. After the release of the API

tered in the database. Through experi-

based inventory management.

service, developers on docomo Devel-

ments, we have shown that high image

*11 POST method: A method for sending data
from a client to a server when using HTTP
communication.
*12 Request body: The part of the POST method
containing the data sent from the client.
*13 JSON: A data description language based on
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Query image

4. Conclusion

JavaScript object notation.
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recognition accuracy can be achieved
when objects are photographed from the
front, and high-speed image recognition

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal, Vol.

history/ichigoki/1967postmatter/index_

16, No. 2, pp. 48-50, Oct. 2014.

j.htm
[2] Toyota Motor Corp.: “Toyota | Safety

[6] D. G. Lowe: “Distinctive Image Features
from Scale-Invariant Keypoints,” Inter-

can be achieved even on a scale of one

Technology | Night View.”

national Journal of Computer Vision,

million reference images stored in the

http://www.toyota.co.jp/jpn/tech/safety/

Vol. 60, No. 2, pp. 91-110, 2004.

database.
The image recognition algorithm cur-
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http://toshiba-mirai-kagakukan.jp/learn/

rently developed by NTT DOCOMO

technology/technology_file/active/night_
view.html
[3] Microsoft Research: “Human Pose Estimation for Kinect − Microsoft Re-

[7] H. Bay, T. Tuytelaars and L. V. Gool:
“SURF: Speeded Up Robust Features,”
9th European Conference on Computer
Vision, 2006.

mainly recognizes planar objects, but we

search.”

are continuing to work on implement-

http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/

docomo Developer support | NTT DOCOMO.”

projects/vrkinect/default.aspx

https://dev.smt.docomo.ne.jp/?p=docs.

ing high-speed, large-scale image recognition for 3D objects (such as landmarks,
celebrity, clothes, and food) as well.
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oneM2M

In recent years, machine communication (M2M, MTC, IoT)

Core Network Development Department

has been used in a growing range of applications. But despite

M2M Business Department

the wide diversity of areas where M2M is being applied, these
applications have so far used vertically integrated architec-

Communication Device Development Department

Interworking

Takashi Koshimizu
Ryohei Kurita
Mei Hasegawa
Kohta Fujimura

tures where each carrier constructs its own individual systems,
resulting in issues such as increased development costs and
development timescales. The oneM2M international standardization organization is working to mitigate such issues
by adapting international standard specifications for the
provision of common service functions via a standardized
platform. In this article, we present an overview of the
oneM2M organization and describe the first edition of the
technical specifications and the interworking functions that
use a 3GPP-MTC transport network.

tries. It has been said that this vertically

the Common Service Functions (CSF)

integrated service structure not only

required by all M2M services. This will

In recent years, a growing number

leads to increased development costs,

reduce the time and expense involved

of applications have been making use

longer development timescales, and du-

in the introduction of new services and

of machine communication (Machine

plication of development work, but also

the exchange of M2M data, thereby fa-

presents a barrier to the new entry of

cilitating horizontal market expansion,

service providers who are trying to intro-

the creation of innovative services that

duce M2M services.

use big data, and the development of

1. Introduction

to Machine

(M2M)*1,

Machine Type
2,

Communication (MTC)*
Things

(IoT)*3).

Internet of

Despite the wide di-

versity of these M2M applications, it

The oneM2M international standard-

new businesses that extend beyond the

has so far been that case that M2M ser-

ization organization [1] is working to

confines of individual business sectors

vices are individually constructed by

resolve these issues by drawing up in-

(Figure 1).

each service provider, and only provide

ternational standard specifications for

NTT DOCOMO is actively partici-

services within a closed range of indus-

the provision of a platform that supports

pating in oneM2M standardization, and

©2015 NTT DOCOMO, INC.
Copies of articles may be reproduced only for personal, noncommercial use, provided that the name
NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal, the name(s) of the
author(s), the title and date of the article appear in the
copies.
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3GPP-MTC

*1
*2

M2M: A general term for communication between
machines without human control or intervention.
MTC: Machine-type communication. A collective term for 3GPP machine communication with
no intervening communication operations performed by humans.
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has proposed interworking*4 functions
that are needed when using 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP)-MTC
[2] transport networks. These functions
were realized in the first edition of the

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

oneM2M technical specification.

2. Overview of oneM2M
and First Edition of
Specifications
2.1 Background to the
Establishment of oneM2M

(CCSA)*8, ETSI (Europe), the Telecommunications Industry Association (TIA)*9
(US), the Telecommunications Technology Association (TTA)*10 (South Korea),
and the Telecommunication Technology
Committee (TTC)*11 (Japan).

In this article, we describe the back-

In July 2011, to deal with the antici-

In December 2011, a basic agreement

ground to the formation of oneM2M and

pated growth of activity on the interna-

was reached regarding the establishment

the configuration of this organization,

tional standardization of M2M services,

of an international joint organization

and we present an overview of the first

the European Telecommunications Stand-

for M2M standardization, which became

edition of the technical specification ap-

ards Institute (ETSI)* initiated a study

officially known as oneM2M in January

proved in August 2014 and their benefits.

aimed at founding a global integrated

2012. In July 2012, it began forming

We also present an overview of inter-

organization for the unification of stand-

international standard specifications for

working function between the oneM2M

ardization initiatives for M2M services.

an M2M service platform.

platform (oneM2M-PF) and the 3GPP-

Seven organizations participated in this

MTC network, and we describe the trig-

study: the Association of Radio Industries

5

gering scheme for functional cooperation

and Businesses

(Japan), the

2.2 Organizational Structure of
oneM2M

between oneM2M-PF and 3GPP-MTC,

Alliance for Telecommunications Indus-

As shown in Figure 2, the oneM2M

(ARIB)*6

which is a detailed practical function of

try Solutions

(US), the China

organization broadly comprises a Steer-

this specification.

Communications Standards Association

ing Committee (SC), a Technical Plenary

(ATIS)*7

Vertically integrated

Horizontal development

Independent solutions, closed within
separate industrial fields

Comprehensive solutions that extend beyond
the confines of individual business sectors
M2M
service
M2M
service

M2M
service

M2M
service

M2M
service

M2M
service
M2M
service

M2M
service

M2M
service

Wireless LAN, mobile phone network,
ZigBee, etc.

Sharing data
between
businesses

oneM2M common platform
Wireless LAN, mobile phone network,
ZigBee, etc.

Figure 1

*3

*4

IoT: General term for a style of control and communication where various “things” are connected
via the Internet or cloud services.
Interworking: Interaction between communications systems.

Direction of the M2M markets targeted by oneM2M

*5
*6

*7
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ETSI: A standardization organization concerned
with telecommunications technology in Europe.
ARIB: An organization subordinate to the MIC
that sets standards for systems that use the radio
spectrum in the fields of communications and
broadcasting in Japan.
ATIS: Alliance for Telecommunications Industry
Solutions (US).

CCSA: China Communications Standards Association.
*9 TIA: Telecommunications Industry Association
(US).
*10 TTA: Telecommunications Technology Association (South Korea).
*11 TTC: Telecommunication Technology Committee
(Japan).

*8
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(TP), and various Working Groups (WGs).
The SC is responsible for overall

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

administration of the oneM2M organi-

of requirements (security, billing, device

nate WGs.
The scope of the activities of each
WG are outlined below (Figure 3).

management, etc.), and prescribes functional requirements based on these results.

zation, draws up the organization’s op-

WG1: Responsible for the require-

erating rules and objectives, and defines

ments on which the study of standard-

WG2: Responsible for the oneM2M

the scope of its studies. Based on the

ized specifications is based. Specifically,

architecture. Prescribes the layer model

policies of the SC, the TP manages the

it collects M2M service use cases from

needed to implement the concept (ap-

progress of standardization work, and is

various industries, extracts the common

plication layer, service layer, network

responsible for approving the specifica-

functions that are needed by each indus-

layer) and reference points*12 between

tions examined by each of the subordi-

try, classifies them into various classes

each function in the architecture.

Steering Committee (SC)
Overall management of
the organization

Technical Plenary (TP)
Overall management of
standardization work

Requirements
(WG1)

Architecture
(WG2)

Figure 2

Protocols
(WG3)

Security
(WG4)

Management,
abstraction and
semantics (WG5)

oneM2M organizational structure

Organizing request functions
(extraction of industry common functions)


WG1
Collecting use cases and extracting request functions--------------------

Provisions of the M2M service layer functions


Architecture design------------------------------------------------------------WG2



WG4
Security functions----------------------------------------------------------------




Device management specifications (device remote control)
Abstraction of applications, semantics

WG5

Detailed provisions of protocol/data representation model


Specification of protocol/data representation model-----------------WG3

Figure 3

Principal study details in each WG

*12 Reference point: The interface part between
elements.
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providers to control a wide variety of

used in oneM2M. Prescribes the data

2.3 First Edition of oneM2M
Specifications

representation methods used in commu-

1) oneM2M Release-1

single service middleware layer.

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

WG3: Responsible for the protocols

M2M devices and applications with a

nication protocols (data types, message

In August 2014, two years after its

Based on the requirements extracted

parameters, resource types, etc.), and sta-

establishment, oneM2M published the

from use cases, the service middleware

tus codes associated with normal/quasi-

first edition (Release-1) of its specifica-

control functions are defined by a total

normal procedures.

tion set (Table 1). Following the review

of thirteen functional modules for pur-

WG4: Responsible for security func-

comments that were received from out-

poses such as device management, appli-

tions. Prescribes various security func-

side following this publication, a revised

cation management, data management,

tions for M2M services (access man-

specification was published in February

positional information control, security

agement, service authentication, man-

2015. There was also a release event held

control, and service billing functions

agement of security credentials, ID man-

in December 2014 to demonstrate the

(Table 2). The logical node that makes

agement, etc.) and sequences for the es-

first release of the oneM2M standard.

up the common platform is called the

tablishment of secure communication paths

2) oneM2M Common Platform

Common Service Entity (CSE), and the

This presents an overview of the

between M2M nodes, etc.

thirteen functional modules that make
up the CSE are called CSFs (fig. 4).

WG5: Studies the abstraction of de-

common platform defined in the first

vice management and applications, and

edition of the oneM2M specification

Of these CSFs, the area mainly cor-

prescribes device management functions

(Figure 4). The main scope of studies

responding to the proposal submitted by

that can manage and control multiple

conducted by oneM2M is a common

NTT DOCOMO is the network service

device management protocols of other

platform at the service

middleware*15

cooperation CSF associated with mobile

standardization organizations (Open Mo-

layer situated between the application

communication networks, which is one

Fo-

layer and the underlying transport layer.

of the functions handling the control of

etc.) by using an integrat-

By adopting a standard specification for

network congestion*16 and device trig-

service middleware control functions in

gering*17 (fig. 4, Table 2).

bile Alliance

(OMA)*13/Broad-Band

14,

rum (BBF)*

ed interface.

M2M services, it is possible for service
Table 1

List of specifications in the first edition of the oneM2M specification

Specification number

Title

Responsible WG

TS 0001

M2M Architecture

WG2

TS 0002

M2M Requirements

WG1

TS 0003

oneM2M Security Solutions

WG4

TS 0004

oneM2M Protocol Technical Specification

WG3

TS 0005

oneM2M Management Enablement (OMA)

WG5

TS 0006

oneM2M Management Enablement (BBF)

WG5

TS 0008

CoAP Protocol Binding Technical Specification

WG3

TS 0009

HTTP Protocol Binding Technical Specification

WG3

TS 0011

Definitions and Acronyms

ALL WGs

*13 OMA: An industry forum for standardizing and
enabling technology for services and applications
in mobile communications and for ensuring interoperability.
*14 BBF: An international organization that aims to
promote the spread of broadband forums.
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*15 Service middle: Middleware platform functions
that are used in common by many different services.

*16 Congestion: Impediments to communications
services due to communications requests being
concentrated in a short period of time and
exceeding the processing capabilities of the
service control server.
*17 Device triggering: Transmitting information
to a device in order to trigger an application that
runs inside it.
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Service logic, etc., using M2M service layer functions

AE (application server)

CSE

API

Application
management CSF

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

Data management
CSF

Device
management CSF
Terminal call functions

M2M service middleware layer
(oneM2M platform)

22

Communication
management/distribution function CSF

Discovery CSF

Group management
CSF

Positional
information CSF

Network service
cooperation CSF

Registration CSF

Security CSF

Service billing
related functions
CSF

Subscription
notification CSF

Functional IWG
definition
Underlying transmission
network (e.g.: 3GPP
core/wireless network)

Service session
management CSF

AE
(opposite function of server)

M2M Device

NTT DOCOMO's oneM2M contribution
area (Contribution proposal)
・NW congestion control
・Device triggering

CSE
(opposite function of PF)
Underlying transmission
network connection function

Figure 4

Constituent elements of oneM2M-PF and the underlying transmission network

Table 2

Constituent CSFs of the oneM2M CSE

Function (CSF)

Overview

Application management CSF

CSE self-configuration and diagnostic functions, AE software management functions

Communication management/distribution
function CSF

Functions for management of communication between entities (CSE/AE/NSE)

Data management CSF

Functions for storage and mediation of application data, subscriber information, positional
information, device information, etc.

Device management CSF

Device remote management functions (using, e.g., OMA-DM/LWM2M, TR-069, etc.)

Discovery CSF

Functions for retrieval of information resources based on requests from AEs and other CSEs

Group management CSF

Group management functions

Positional information CSF

Functions for the provision of terminal position information

Network service cooperation CSF

Access functions for the network service functions of each NSE (network)

Registration CSF

Functions for registering AEs/other CSEs/device terminals etc. to a CSE

Security CSF

Security functions (data encryption, security management, authentication, authorization, etc.)

Service billing related functions CSF

Billing management

Subscription notification CSF

Service session management

Service session management CSF

Functions for the management of subscriptions to resources and notifications when resources change

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal Vol. 17 No. 1

Service Nodes (ASNs), Application Ded-

platform for each service, and can use a

Functions

icated Nodes (ADNs) and Non-oneM2M

common platform to initiate business by

The conceptual implementation of

devices according to differences in the

providing only applications and devices.

oneM2M functions is shown in Figure 5.

positioning of AEs and CSEs. The dif-

This reduces the start-up costs and allows

The logical node CSE that provides

ference between and ADN and an ASN

smaller businesses to compete, and is thus

oneM2M service middleware control

is that an ASN has a CSE that allows it to

expected to result in market expansion.

functions is implemented as a software

take charge of Non-oneM2M devices. A

Second, the oneM2M CSE is de-

function in M2M devices and at each

Non-oneM2M device has no AE or CSE

signed to be used with any underlying

server node. An Application Entity (AE)

and is thus unable to provide oneM2M

network (mobile, fixed, local-area, etc.),

is an application, and the figure shows

functions, but the connection of such de-

and thus offers the benefits of versatility

vices is envisaged.

across different transport networks and

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

3) Conceptual Implementation of oneM2M

how these two

entities*18

are located

communication methods.

within the nodes. An Infrastructure Node
(IN) is a server positioned on the transmission network side, which is called

2.4 Advantages of oneM2M
Technical Specifications

Third, it ensures interconnectivity
with existing M2M protocols, which is

the infrastructure domain in oneM2M.

The main benefits of using the oneM2M

a major benefit. In oneM2M, only the

On the other hand, in the field domains,

standard specifications are summarized

core protocols are prescribed, and the

a Middle Node (MN), such as M2M de-

below.

specification is designed assuming that

vices and M2M gateway that aggregates

First, it reduces the business costs

interconnections will also be made with

those M2M devices are included. The

of providing services. M2M service pro-

existing protocols such as HTTP that

M2M devices are called the Application

viders do not need to prepare a separate

do not conform with the oneM2M spec-

IN

AE
IN (server)

Infrastructure domain
CSE

MN

Field domain
Device
implemented
with CSE

Device
implemented
without CSE
ADN

ASN

MN (M2M gateway,
relay node, etc.)

CSE

ADN

AE

AE

AE

ASN

AE

AE
CSE

CSE

Non-oneM2M
standard device

Figure 5

NononeM2M
Device

M2M device
(ASN/ADN)

NononeM2M
Device

Conceptual implementation of oneM2M functions

*18 Entity: A structural element that provides functionality within a logical architecture.
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the interworking of MTC networks in

and once they have finished making

Finally, in oneM2M, standards are

oneM2M and 3GPP, we tried to take a

measurements, they typically transition

being studied for the utilization of data

broad view of the technical content of

to a dormant*20 state or transmit only

such as semantics*19 that can be re-used

both systems and promoted activities to

small amounts of data. On the other hand,

by horizontal deployment between dif-

enhance their compatibility. The following

as a use case of which IoT is a typical

ferent business fields. For example, it is

sections describe the features of M2M

example, it is envisaged that a huge

expected to promote the use of stored

devices and the considerations and aims

quantity of devices will be used, so

data and the creation of new businesses

necessary for functional cooperation, and

studies are being conducted on ways of

across the boundaries between business

presents a summary of the 3GPP Release-

efficiently accommodating these M2M

fields, for example by realizing smart

11 MTC network platform and its trig-

devices in a wide area network [5] [6].

cities through the cooperative use of

gering scheme.

2) MTC-GW Proxies

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

ification.

electric power.

3. Interworking between
oneM2M-PF and
3GPP-MTC Networks

3.1 Features of M2M devices, and
Considerations and Aims of
Functional Cooperation

devices with characteristics as discussed

1) M2M Device Features

and a public network or other wide area

in 1) above, and functions that act as
intermediates between these terminals

There are a wide variety of examples

network are MTC gateways (MTC-GW)

The constituent functions of oneM2M-

of machine communication (M2M, MTC,

called device proxies. As their name sug-

PF are first implemented by cooperation

IoT, etc.), but these are considered to

gests, they perform functions on behalf

with transmission networks as shown in

involve terminal devices that are much

of devices. Figure 6 describes these

fig. 4. When viewed from the oneM2M-

smaller and whose functions are much

functions and effects by way of an ex-

PF, any underlying transport network

more limited than ordinary mobile phones

ample. In the uplink communication of

should work, but as a mobile communi-

and the like. These modes of use are con-

measured values from the measurement

cation network operator, it is essential that

sidered to encompass many applications

devices to the network side (e.g., tem-

these new functions operate integrally in

where, for example, sensors are distrib-

perature measurements taken once per

concert with our existing (3G and LTE)

uted around a room to form miniature

hour), the measurement devices do not

networks. NTT DOCOMO has been par-

terminals with limited sensing capabilities

communicate during other time periods

ticularly active in this regard in the stand-

as a compact and inexpensive way of

and thus transition into a dormant state,

ardized specifications of oneM2M Re-

measuring environmental parameters such

while the measured values are stored in

lease-1. In fig. 4, it is envisaged that any

as temperature, humidity and dust levels.

the MTC-GW proxy shown in fig. 6. The

network can be applied as the underlying

These devices may even be so small as

measurement devices are also arranged

network, but in 3GPP, since MTC net-

to not require a power supply [3] [4].

so that communication with the GW can

work functions have already been spec-

Environment sensing M2M devices

be performed using short-range radio

ified independently, the functions on

such as these tend to be small, function-

communication so as to reduce their pow-

the oneM2M side had to be designed so

ally limited, and have a limited power

er consumption. On the other hand, when

as to be highly compatible with these

supply capacity. Therefore, these devices

the server side that lies on the network

functions. Therefore, in order to realize

only operate for short periods of time,

wants to obtain the device measurement

*19 Semantics: Arrangements relating to the meaning conveyed by data.
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The terminals that are measurement

diverse business fields such as ITS and

*20 Dormant: One of the states of communication
equipment in which it is standing by to receive
communication.
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values, it accesses the MTC-GW proxy

of the sort of InterFace (IF) through

tions between ASN/MNCSE and the

that is always connected, from where it

which connectivity is provided by the

3GPP network are connected via Uu-IF

retrieves the stored data. This sort of

IN on the server side and the MTC-UE

(3GPP air IF*21) [7].

basic operation is being studied as a

(ASN or MN) when using a 3GPP net-

On the other hand, the connectivity

way of accommodating large numbers

work as the underlying transmission net-

between the oneM2M network server

of inexpensive sensing devices that have

work. The M2M devices considered for

functions defined by 3GPP as SCS: Ser-

limited functions, but in cases where real-

oneM2M correspond to the UE as shown

vice Capability Server*22 (CSE) and the

time performance is not needed [4].

in the figure on a 3GPP architecture

3GPP network is configured as shown

These are a large part of the background

including middleware (MTC-GW and

at the right side of fig. 7, where the In-

in the study of oneM2M (fig. 5), resulting

MTC proxy) nodes.

frastructure Node-CSE (IN-CSE) and

in a configuration including an MN that

We will first describe the MTC-UE

3GPP underlying transmission network,

shown on the left side of fig. 7. Accord-

where the User Plane (U-Plane)*23 infor-

ing to the oneM2M standard, an AE and

mation is connected by the Mcc-IF*24,

3.2 Overview of MTC Related
Functions in 3GPP

CSE are situated in the UE. As in fig. 5

and the Control Plane (C-Plane)*25 is

above, although the ASN and MN have

connected by the Tsp-IF*26.

1) Connectivity via an Underlying 3GPP

this sort of oneM2M function, they ap-

The 3GPP underlay network in fig.

Transmission Network

pear as a single UE from the viewpoint

7 is a simplified representation of how

Figure 7 shows a simplified view

of the 3GPP network. Thus the connec-

IP connectivity is provided between the

aggregates devices.

Application
server

Application
server

MTC-GW
proxy

Measurement
devices

Figure 6

*21 Air IF: General term for a radio communication
link from a mobile terminal to a mobile base
station.
*22 SCS: Equipment that provides a termination
point for communication with terminals, implemented by an M2M application.
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The effect of an MTC-GW proxy

*23 U-Plane: A path for the transmission of user
data to the C-Plane, which is a control signal
transmission.
*24 Mcc-IF: One of the reference points in the
oneM2M specification; the interface between
CSE and the underlying network.

*25 C-Plane: This refers to the control plane, a series
of control processes that is executed when a call
is established and other such times.
*26 Tsp-IF: One of the reference points in the 3GPP
MTC specification; the interface between MTCIWF and SCS.
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ASN/MN
In 3GPP, this scope is
recognized as a UE

IN

AE

AE

oneM2M Platform

CSE

CSE

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

Mcn (Tsp)

Mcc

Mcc (over air IF)

26

In 3GPP, a CSE is
defined as an SCS.

Mca

Mca

Mcc (over Gi/Sgi)
GGSN
P-GW

IP connection

MTCIWF

3GPP Underlay Network

Figure 7

Providing connections via the underlying 3GPP transmission network

ASN/MN-CSE (MTCUE) and IN-CSE.

prescribed on the 3GPP side corresponds

cipal function entities are received by a

In effect, this connectivity is provided

to the oneM2M IN-CSE described in

specific terminal from Application Server

by the MTC network platform in 3GPP

chapter 2 (fig. 5). Also, the Mcc-IF that

(AS)*29 (1) in fig. 8.

Release-11. Its functions are shown

carries the U-Plane corresponds to Gi/

below.

SGi-IF*27,

and the oneM2M Mcn-IF that

applying unique identifying IDs called

2) Underlying Transmission Network,

carries the C-Plane signals corresponds

External IDs (EXT-IDs) to the call signals.

Taking the 3GPP Release-11 MTC

to the Tsp-IF in 3GPP. On the terminal

The SCS (oneM2M IN-CSE) judges

Network Platform as an Example

side, the oneM2M devices and middle-

where the corresponding terminals are

The original oneM2M discussions

ware (ASN, ADN, etc.) also correspond

placed in the 3GPP network, and trans-

included a discussion of which 3GPP

to the 3GPP UE. When aligning the two

fers the message to the 3GPP Machine

release’s MTC network platform should

standardized specifications, it initially

Type Communication-Inter Working Func-

be selected. NTT DOCOMO proposed

took some time to achieve convergent

tion (MTC-IWF)*30 via the Tsp-IF. This

using the 3GPP Release-11 MTC network

discussions because the two standards

MTC-IWF queries a Home Subscriber

platform based on its maturity and func-

had been developed by different groups

Server (HSS)*31 and extracts an Internal

tional content, and as a result this pro-

in different locations. However, with the

ID (INT-ID) needed for delivery inside

posal was incorporated into the oneM2M

participation of experts on both sides, we

the 3GPP network. Since incoming calls

Release-1 specification. The overall ar-

finally managed to adapt and integrate

to MTC terminals in a Release-11 MTC

chitecture of the MTC network platform

these functions.

network are SMS messages, an Mobile

in 3GPP Release-11 is shown in Figure 8

3) SMS Incoming Routes

Station International Integrated Services

The AS initiates a call to the SCS by

[8]. The locations labeled in red are the

The triggering of the 3GPP Release-

Digital Network Number (MSISDN)*32

parts where functional entities are added

11 MTC network platform by incoming

for delivering an SMS message to a spe-

as studied for oneM2M in this MTC

traffic is implemented using only

SMS*28.

cific terminal is essentially extracted as

network platform.

We will describe an example where

the INT-ID. This information is handed

As the primary function, the SCS

these incoming message routes and prin-

over via the T4-IF to an entity that is

*27 Gi/SGi-IF: One of the reference points in the
3GPP EPC specification; the interface between
SGSN/PGW and an external server.
*28 SMS: A service for transmitting/receiving short
text-based messages. SMS is also used for transmitting/receiving mobile terminal control signals.
*29 AS: A server that runs an application to provide
a service.

*30 MTC-IWF: Equipment that implements functions
including Device Triggers and authentication of
connection request and control-plane signals on
a 3GPP network.
*31 HSS: A subscriber information database in a
3GPP mobile network that manages authentication and location information.
*32 MSISDN: The phone number assigned to each

subscriber as specified by the 3GPP.
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IP-SM-GW

Tsms

SMS-/SC
GMSC/
IWMSC

CDF/
CGF

SME

T4

HSS
MTC
AAA

S6n
S6m

Rf/Ga
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MTC-IWF

Operator
Domain

Tsp
Mcn

Gi/SGi
GGSN/
P-GW

oneM2M
IN-CSE

SCS

AS

①

AS

②

Mcc

Gi/SGi

HPLMN
VPLMN
MSC

Gn/s4
s8
MME

MTC UE
Application

RAN

UE

C-plane
U-plane

SGSN
S-GW

Um/
Uu/
LTE-Uu

oneM2M
ASN-CSE

Figure 8

MTC platform (underlying transmission network) of 3GPP Release-11

required for SMS start-up (SMS-SC,

be started up only when the IN-CSE has

taining details about the UE state (i.e.,

etc.), and is delivered as an SMS mes-

obtained the status of a UE. With these

switched off, dormant, busy, etc.). On

sage request to an Mobile Switching

mechanisms, it becomes possible for the

the other hand, since a newly created

for 3G-CS, an Serving

first time to perform control without un-

oneM2M-PF does not have this sort of

General packet radio service Support

necessary actions such as forcing the

UE state information, it can lead to prob-

reception of messages when the power

lems such as initiating reception to a

is switched off.

terminal that is not switched on, for

Center
Node

(MSC)*33

(SGSN)*34

for 3G-PS, or an Mo-

bility Management Entity (MME)*

35

for LTE. After performing

paging*36

example. To address this sort of problem,

op-

NTT DOCOMO proposed a function that

SMS text is described above, it is nec-

3.3 Triggering Method based
on Functional Cooperation
between oneM2M and 3GPP
Network

essary to register suitable information

In a 3GPP network as described

report/hold these UEs when there is a

in the SCS (IN-CSE) before delivery is

above, highly reliable message delivery

change in the status of the UE. In addi-

performed, and a reception operation must

operations can be implemented by ascer-

tion, incoming content from IN-AE is

erations and the like, the message is delivered to the terminal’s MTC-UE [8].
Although the route of an inbound

*33 MSC: A logical node having CS functions specified by 3GPP.
*34 SGSN: A logical node having packet communication functions specified by 3GPP.
*35 MME: A logical node for C-Plane control that
accommodates an eNB and provides mobility
control functions and other functions.
*36 Paging: Calling all mobile terminals at once
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works by securing and holding the minimal state of a UE even in a oneM2MPF, and finally allows the IN-CSE to

when there is an incoming call.
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Through this procedure, the IN-CSE

od for selecting the reception behavior.

maintains a set of destination addresses

2) Procedure for Forming a Connection

The registration function and incoming

of this terminal and the ID specified by

from the IN-CSE to a Terminal

call operations are described below.

an arbitrary UE (M2M-Ext-ID). When

After completing the above registra-

1) Procedure for Forming an IN-CSE

a change has occurred in the UE’s own

tion procedure, it becomes possible to

Connection from the Terminal Side

state (e.g., it is powered down or becomes

receive the first message on the terminal.

Figure 9 shows the procedure where-

dormant), it has a mechanism that reports

This procedure is shown in Figure 10.

by an MTC-UE (ASN/MN-CSE) regis-

this to the IN-CSE. The IN-CSE is a part

First, the IN-AE sends the IN-CSE

ters a UE destination address in the IN-

that saves this state information (includ-

an incoming call request including an

procedure, and

ing while connected), considers the in-

M2M-Ext-ID that points to a particular

then forms a connection. In this figure,

coming content from the IN-AE, and

terminal (fig. 10 (1)). On receiving this

steps (1)-(3) are taken directly from the

manages the procedure for selecting the

request, the IN-CSE identifies the des-

procedure prescribed by 3GPP [2], and

reception behavior. If there is a change

tination on the underlying transmission

through these steps, a connection is

in the destination address (Point of At-

network by consulting the Domain Name

formed between the UE and IN-CSE at

tachment (PoA)) of the UE after step

System (DNS)*38 based on this ID (fig.

step (4).

(4), this is reported to the IN-CSE at

10 (2)).

CSE via the

attach*37

UE
(ASN/MN-CSE)

3GPP Network
Entities
(GGSN/P-GW)
+ NAT

Gi/Sgi (Mcc)

DHCP
Server

(1) Attach procedure [12][13]

(2) DHCP query and response

DNS
Server

SCS
(IN-CSE)

When there is a change in the UE
status (e.g., power failure, dormant
state, etc.), the IN-CSE is informed
(included in (4)).
The IN-CSE saves this state (including
the connection), and selects an
incoming call operation.

(3) DNS query and response

The IN-CSE saves sets of UEIDs and their initial destination
addresses (@REG/NSE-CSE)

(4) Connection formed

(5) PoA update

Figure 9

Connection procedure from a terminal to IN-CSE (UE Initiated)

*37 Attach: A procedure, and the status thereof, for
registering a terminal on the network when, for
example, its power is switched on.
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step (5) [7].

also considered and connected to a meth-

*38 DNS: A system that associates host names with
IP addresses on IP networks.
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Mcc
3GPP
Network
Entities

UE
（ASN-CSE）

Tsp（Mcn）

SCS
（IN-CSE）

3GPP
MTC-IWF

Mca

IN-AE

DNS
(1) Incoming request
for ASN-CSE
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(2) DNS
query/response
(3) Device triggering request

(4) Device triggering delivery procedure
(6) Device triggering response

(5) ASN-CSE trigger
received

(7) Form connection

(9) Request re-delivery (optional)

Figure 10

(8) Update PoA/
incoming potential state

Procedure for forming connections from the IN-CSE to a terminal (NW Initiated)

Next, the IN-CSE transmits an incoming call request to the MTC-IWF of

4. Conclusion

with other companies. By implementing
this sort of function in oneM2M, it will

the underlying network to which it should

In this article, we began by present-

be possible to integrate oneM2M-PF with

be transferred (in this case, the 3GPP

ing an overview of the oneM2M organi-

the 3GPP underlying transmission net-

network) (fig. 10 (3)). The subsequent

zation, the first edition of its specifica-

work, and to make use of cooperative

device triggering procedure (fig. 10 (4))

tion, its functions, and so on. We also

control.

conforms to the 3GPP-MTC specification

reviewed the characteristics of M2M

In oneM2M, now that the Release-1

[8], and is used to deliver the trigger to

devices and an overview of the 3GPP-

specification has been completed, discus-

the ASN-CSE terminal (fig. 10 (5)). On

MTC network, and finally we described

sions have started on the requirements

receiving this trigger, the UE initiates

the interworking functions needed for

for the next release. Also, the activities

the procedure to establish a connection

the integral operation of oneM2M with

for Release-12/13 of 3GPP include stud-

with the IN-CSE (fig. 10 (6), (7)).

3GPP networks and MTC transmission

ies of AESE (Architecture Enhancement

When this happens, the IN-CSE is

networks. The method for triggering de-

for Service Exposure) [9] for enhanced

able to update the state necessary for re-

vices between oneM2M and 3GPP-MTC

cooperation with external servers such

ception and PoA, which is the transmis-

networks is one part of the contribution

as oneM2M, MTC group control func-

sion destination (fig. 10 (8)) [7].

made by NTT DOCOMO in cooperation

tions [10], and functions related to mon-
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itoring [11].
The triggering technique has forestalled the proposal of other methods to

No. 5, May 2013.
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[2] 3GPP TR23.888 V11.0.0: “System im-

[7] oneM2M TS-0001 V1.0.0: “oneM2M
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provements for Machine-Type Com-

[8] 3GPP TS23.682 V11.5.0: “Architecture

in a more convenient triggering scheme

munications (MTC), Release-11,” Dec.

enhancements to facilitate communi-

2012.

cations with packet data networks and

further functional improvements have
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replace SMS, yet is expected to result
for the provision of M2M services once
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F-SCP

IPSCP provides important functions on the NTT DOCOMO

D-SCP

Core Network Development Department

mobile communications network such as subscriber information management, call sending and receiving, and providing
additional services. Therefore, these systems require a high

Round robin selection

Tomonori Kagi
Jun Kakishima
Kohei Yamamoto
Toru Hasegawa

level of reliability. To improve reliability, we separated IPSCP
into F-SCP, which controls IPSCP, and D-SCP, which is the
DB section. By separating these sections, opposing devices
such as exchange equipment can access subscriber information (in D-SCP) no matter which F-SCP the opposing
devices access. Thus, higher reliability can be ensured by
distributing load across F-SCPs and controlling access if
an F-SCP malfunction occurs. This article describes F-SCP.

this reason, we separated DB functions

1. Introduction

from IPSCP as Database SCP (D-SCP)

On its mobile communications network, NTT DOCOMO uses IP Service
Control Point (IPSCP) to achieve Home
Location Register

(HLR)*1

to efficiently scale out*4 equipment to
handle subscriber increases [1].
Currently, we use IPSCP as control

termeasures.

2. Improving Reliability
by Round Robin F-SCP
Selection

and Home

sections, however, we will deploy Front

Up to now, all F-SCP-opposing

Subscriber Server (HSS)* functions to

end SCP (F-SCP) as the successor to

devices selected the destination IPSCP

manage user subscriber information and

IPSCP to cope with future increases in

based on subscriber telephone numbers

location information, control call sending

traffic, and to enable processing to con-

etc. Because the F-SCP to be deployed

and receiving, and location registration.

tinue and provide users with reliable

does not store subscriber information,

As well as the recent spread of M2M

services during disasters or malfunction

opposing devices do not need to select

events (Figure 1).

F-SCP based on subscriber information.

2

(Machine to

Machine)*3

terminals that

has increased subscriber numbers that

This article describes F-SCP device

For this reason, the signal destination F-

must be managed, new services such as

configuration, load distribution and meth-

SCP will be selected by round robin

Voice over LTE (VoLTE) are also pro-

ods of improving reliability, as well as

selection*5 to distribute load and risk

jected to increase traffic for IPSCP. For

issues with separation and their coun-

(Figure 2 (a)). Since the conventional

©2015 NTT DOCOMO, INC.
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*1

*2

HLR: A logical node defined by the 3GPP with
functions for managing subscriber information
and call processing.
HSS: A subscriber information database on a
3GPP mobile network that manages authentication and location information.
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IPSCP adopts an ACT/SBY configura-

round robin selection, services can be

to traffic spike*7, the load can be dis-

tion*6, if both ACT/SBY units malfunc-

continued even if a number of F-SCPs

tributed across a number of F-SCPs.

tion the relevant subscriber information

malfunction. Also, when there is an in-

Furthermore, if an F-SCP malfunction

becomes inaccessible. However, with

crease in signals for certain numbers due

occurs, each opposing device removes

HLR/HSS
Database

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

Subscriber information
referencing/update

Call
control

Call control
IPSCP

New deployment

F-SCP
Subscription information
Location information

Opposing
device
CS-IP

xGSN

EPC

CS-IP：Circuit Switched-IP
EPC：Evolved Packet Core
xGSN：serving/gateway General packet radio service Support Node

Figure 1

D-SCP

IPSCP

･･･

IPSCP

･･･

F-SCP

F-SCP and D-SCP network configuration

D-SCP

･･･ F-SCP

F-SCP

D-SCP

･･･

D-SCP

F-SCP

F-SCP

･･･ F-SCP

Round robin connection

Subscriber information
accessible no matter
which F-SCPis connected

Switch

*3

*4

Malfunctioning F-SCP
removed from round
robin selection
Round robin connection

Connection to the
IPSCP that stores
the number

Opposing
device

Opposing
device

(a) Conventional IPSCP connection
and F-SCP (round robin) connection

(b) Opposing device processing
when malfunction detected

Figure 2
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D-SCP

DB separation

M2M: Machine-to-Machine Communications
between machines. Systems that enable machines to communicate with each other without
any human mediation.
Scale out: Adding and assigning new resources
to reinforce processing capacity when service
requests increase and there is insufficient processing capacity on the network.

*5

*6

Round robin overview

Round robin selection: A selection method
using a round robin. A Round robin is one way
to distribute load over a network. It entails
preparation of a number of devices capable of
the same processing, and allocating requested
processes to them in sequence.
ACT/SBY configuration: A system configuration in which two servers perform the same

*7

function with one server in active mode (ACT)
and the other in standby mode (SBY). If the
ACT server malfunctions, the SBY server immediately takes over to prevent service outages.
The ACT state is always retained in the SBY in
readiness for switching over.
Traffic spike: A sudden increase in traffic.

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal Vol. 17 No. 1

the F-SCP judged to have failed from

is a blade that has HTTP/SO (Service

information in USP, it’s possible to switch

the round robin selection, stops sending

Order)* protocol termination and regu-

to another USP if one malfunctions. For

signals to it, and continues services

latory control. These functions are the

this reason, the nACT configuration*12

(Figure 2 (b)).

same in IPSCP and F-SCP. Furthermore,

was adopted for F-SCP because pro-

to ensure high reliability, both FEP and

cessing is possible even if more than

FS are configured for ACT/SBY.

one USP fails.

11
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3. F-SCP Equipment
Configuration

USP is a blade that resolves the ad-

2) Round Robin Selection

dress to determine D-SCP and processes

The opposing device selects the FEP

calls to provide services based on sub-

and FS individually using round robin

scriber information. Because IPSCP

selection. Round robin selection is also

Both IPSCP and F-SCP are equipped

retains subscriber information in USP,

performed for blades in F-SCP equip-

with a Front End Processor (FEP), File

user call processing must be performed

ment for load distribution and improved

Server (FS) and User Service Processor

in a specific USP. High reliability is en-

reliability. The FEP or FS that receives

(USP).

sured by configuring USP for ACT/SBY,

signals from an opposing device performs

that has Diame-

by switching to the SBY system if there

USP round robin selection. An overview

(Mobile Application

is a USP malfunction. In contrast, be-

of USP round robin selection is shown

Part)* protocol termination, while FS

cause F-SCPs do not retain subscriber

in Figure 4.

1) Equipment Configuration
The hardware configurations of IPSCP
and F-SCP are shown in Figure 3.

FEP is a

blade*8

ter*9/GSM-MAP
10

aTCA

USP

USP

USP

USP

F
S

ACT device

FEP

FEP

SBY device

IPSCP hardware configuration

nACT device

aTCA

USP

F
S

USP

USP

FEP

USP

USP

USP

FEP

F-SCP hardware configuration
aTCA：advanced Telecommunications Computing Architecture

Figure 3

Blade: A device inserted into a blade server
case. Mainly refers to servers equipped with a
CPU and memory.
*9 Diameter: An extended protocol based on
Remote Authentication Dial In User Service
(RADIUS), and used for authentication, authorization and accounting in IMS.
*10 GSM-MAP: A communications protocol used

*8
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IPSCP and F-SCP hardware configurations

between HLR and SGSN.
*11 SO: A protocol used for transmitting and receiving signals with customer information management systems.

*12 nACT configuration: Distributes the load across
n number of servers operating in parallel. If a
server malfunctions, its processing can be taken
over by another server.
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The following describes triggers for

4. Isolation Control

F-SCP system isolation.

F-SCPs must be able to handle call

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

as follows:

(1) Three or more USP units have mal-

processing functions and continue ser-

• The link is disconnected (GSM-MAP

functioned

connection)

vices even when malfunctions occur. This

(2) Both FS ACT and SBY systems have

• When Stream Control Transmission

chapter describes typical F-SCP and USP

malfunctioned (double-system fail-

Protocol (SCTP)*14 Association*15

system isolation functions for service

ure*13) and restarted (service is sus-

is not established, Abort*16 is re-

continuity.

pended during restart (device reboot))

turned by an F-SCP for a connection

Isolation is an opposing device or

(3) Both FEP ACT and SBY systems

request from an opposing device, or,

opposing blade function that disables

have malfunctioned (double system

the opposing device detects an ab-

round robin selection for the relevant F-

failure) and restarted

normality with the F-SCP health

SCP or USP.

check*17 (Diameter connection)
Recovery is only possible manually

• The opposing device Load Balancer

using commands. This is because while

(LB)*18 is informed from the F-SCP

If there is an F-SCP system mal-

the line between F-SCP and the opposing

that connection is not possible (HTTP

function, F-SCP autonomously performs

device is unstable there is a risk of re-

connection)

system isolation processing. After that,

peated isolation and recovery, and be-

opposing devices detect that the F-SCP

cause the stability of F-SCP must be

has been isolated, and delete it from the

confirmed.

4.1 F-SCP System Isolation

round robin selection.

SO

F-SCP
FS

USP0

FEP0

USP1

GSM_MAP

Diameter

in Figure 5.

HTTP

USP
distribution
control

USP2

USP
distribution
control

An example of the malfunction detection and recovery sequence is shown

The main criteria used to judge F-

Figure 4

USP3

FEP1

USP4

USP5

USP
distribution
control

GSM_MAP

Diameter

USP round robin overview

*13 Double-system failure: A failure that occurs
in both the active and standby systems in a
redundant configuration.
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SCP isolation in an opposing device are

*14 SCTP: A transport layer protocol created to
transmit telephone network protocols over IP.
*15 Association: A communications route established between a client and server with SCTP.
*16 Abort: Refusal of a request signal or suspension of communications.
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the following detection triggers:

trated on a number range stored in a

isolation, SCTP communications are

(3) All health checks abnormal between

particular D-SCP when performing round

instantly cut to prevent opposing device

D-SCPs (DBP: Data Base Proces-

robin selection with separated F-SCPs

signal buffer overflow and impacts on

sor*19)

and D-SCPs, there is a possibility of

When F-SCP automatically performs

signals from multiple F-SCPs converging

resources.

on one D-SCP, which could cause the

Recovery triggers are as follows:

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

4.2 USP Isolation
If a USP is malfunctioning, FEP/FS

• USP restart has finished

D-SCP to become congested*20. To solve

• USP communications status is normal

this issue, F-SCPs are equipped with

delete it from the round robin selection
to ensure service continuity.

for a certain amount of time

functions control flow to D-SCPs.

• At least one health check possible

FEP/FS use the following detection

between D-SCPs (DBP)

An overview of flow control is shown

triggers. If services are judged not to be

in Figure 6. With a D-SCP, the amount

continuous, they isolate the relevant USP.
(1) USP restart event
(2) USP malfunctions and errors in
communications with USP detected
periodically

2) Flow Control

It is also possible to isolate/recover

of traffic is periodically notified to FS

a specific USP manually with commands.

from each DBP. Monitoring is performed
in FS in D-SCP so that the amount of

5. Issues with Round
Robin Selection

DBP traffic does not exceed its threshold. If the amount of traffic exceeds the
threshold per unit time, the D-SCP FS

1) Issues
The USP isolates itself with any of

If call processing becomes concenOpposing
device

notifies of the congestion to all F-SCP

F-SCP1

SCTP Association established
HEARTBEAT
Health check

Judged as
normal
Malfunction
detected

F-SCP1 removed
from round robin
selection

Malfunction
event

HEARTBEAT

SCTP Association released
SCTP INIT
SCTP INIT

SCTP INIT
Recovery detected

Malfunctioning
Malfunction
recovery

SCTP INIT ACK
SCTP COOKIE ECHO
SCTP COOKIE ACK
SCTP Association established

Figure 5

Malfunction detection and recovery sequence example (link disconnected)

*17 Health check: A periodic check of the operation
of adjacent devices to detect abnormalities if
they occur.
*18 LB: A device that distributes the load of
request signals from clients across a number of
servers, and detects malfunctions.
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*19 DBP: The blade that stores subscriber information in a D-SCP. Notifies subscriber information to an F-SCP for reference requests from
the F-SCP, and updates subscriber information
for update requests.

*20 Congestion: Impediments to communications
services due to communications requests being
concentrated in a short period of time and exceeding the processing capabilities of the communications control server.
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(2) If the amount of traffic
exceeds the threshold in a
certain amount of time,
the D-SCP FS sends a
congestion notice to all FSCP FSs

D-SCP
FS

(1) Each DBP periodically
notifies FSs of the amount
of traffic

Threshold exceeded
DBP0

DBP1

･･･

DBP3

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

(4) Transmission regulation is
performed for the D-SCP

36

F-SCP

USP0

USP1

･･･

USP5

FS

F-SCP

USP0

USP1

･･･

USP5

FS
FEP0

FEP1

FEP0

FEP1

(3) Congestion status notified
from FS that received the
congestion notice to all USPs
Round robin selection

Round robin selection

Round robin selection

Round robin selection

Opposing device

Opposing device

Opposing device

Opposing device

Figure 6

Overview of flow control

FSs. The F-SCP FSs then notify all

lection functions in devices, isolation

We plan to move all opposing device

USPs in the system of the congestion

control functions and flow control func-

connections from IPSCP to F-SCP to

and control transmission to the D-SCP.

tions for D-SCP congestion. Deploying

further improve performance and add

F-SCPs and D-SCPs will enable the

more functionality.

6. Conclusion

quick response and flexibility needed to
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VoLTE

The GSM Association recently endorsed a new VoLTE roam-

S8HR

Core Network Development Department

ing architecture, S8HR, as a candidate for VoLTE roaming.
Unlike previous architectures, S8HR does not require the

Roaming

Motohiro Abe
Itsuma Tanaka
Shin-ichi Isobe

deployment of an IMS platform in VPLMN. This is advantageous because it shortens time-to-market and provides
services universally without having to depend on the capability of VPLMN. This article covers the technical characteristics, basic call controls, technology trials, and future
development of S8HR.

and shorter time-to-market in order to

With S8HR, a VoLTE roaming service

compete against OTT’s VoIP services,

is provisioned on top of the LTE data

In the 3G era, operators provide

have re-opened the debate on VoLTE

roaming framework using a VoLTE ca-

voice and SMS services via circuit

roaming architecture. In response,

pable terminal, as specified by GSMA

switch functions. However, the LTE

GSMA re-evaluated the VoLTE roam-

PRD IR.92 [5]. The architecture has

network does not have such functions,

ing architecture and a new architecture,

the following technical characteristics:

so on LTE, operators must provide

S8 Home Routed (S8HR). As a result,

(1) Bearers for IMS services are es-

voice and SMS services via the IP

GSMA endorsed S8HR as a new can-

tablished on the S8 reference point,

Multimedia Subsystem (IMS), which

didate for VoLTE roaming architec-

just as LTE data roaming.

is specified by the 3rd Generation

ture [4].

1. Introduction

Partnership Project (3GPP) [1] [2]. To
replicate the 3G voice model, 3GPP
and the GSM Association (GSMA)
have previously specified a Voice over

2. Technical
Characteristics of
S8HR Architecture

(2) All IMS nodes are located at Home
Public Land Mobile Network
(HPLMN), and all signaling and
media traffic for the VoLTE roaming
service go through HPLMN.

LTE (VoLTE) roaming architecture

The architecture of S8HR is shown

(3) IMS transactions are performed

called Local Break Out (LBO) [3].

in Figure 1, where IBCF/TrGW/

directly between the terminal and

However, the latest demands of the

BGCF/MGCF refers to the functions

P-CSCF at HPLMN. Accordingly,

operators, such as less CAPEX/OPEX

necessary for interconnect services.

Visited Public Land Mobile Net-
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VPLMN

MME

IPX

HSS

S-CSCF

PCRF

P-CSCF

S8 reference
point
UE

eNodeB

SGW

PGW

Figure 1

IBCF/TrGW/
BGCF/MGCF

S8HR architecture

work (VPLMN) and interconnect

icant difference from the LTE data

there is a VoLTE roaming agreement

networks (IPX/GRX) are not ser-

roaming attach procedure. In Step 4,

to use S8HR. If no agreement exists

vice-aware at the IMS level. The

HSS sends an update location answer

between two PLMNs, the information

services can only be differentiat-

message to MME. In order for the

element will not be set.

ed by APN or QoS levels.

MME to select the PGW in HPLMN
(Step 5), the MME must set the infor-

3.2 IMS Call Control

These three technical features make

mation element VPLMN Dynamic

After the attach procedure is com-

it possible to provide all IMS services

Address “Allowed,” which is included

pleted, the terminal performs an IMS

by HPLMN only and to minimize

in the subscribed data, to “Not Al-

registration procedure. There is no

functional addition to VPLMN. As a

lowed.” In Step 6, the bearer for SIP

difference between roaming and non-

result, S8HR shortens the time-to-

signaling is created between SGW

roaming VoLTE procedures, and all

market for VoLTE roaming services.

and PGW with QCI=5. MME sends

IMS services procedures, e.g., voice

an attach accept message to the termi-

call, video call, SMS, or any kind of

nal with an IMS Voice over PS Session

IMS service, are also the same as non-

Support Indication information ele-

roaming procedures.

3. Basic Call Controls
for S8HR
3.1 Attach Procedure

ment, which indicates that VoLTE is

3.3 Emergency Call

Figure 2 shows the attach pro-

supported. The information element

cedure for S8HR VoLTE roaming.

is set on the basis of the MME’s inter-

According to 3GPP specifications,

From Steps 1 to 3, there is no signif-

nal configuration specifying whether

emergency calls must be connected
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UE

VPLMN
MME

SGW

PGW

HPLMN
PCRF

HSS

Step 1: Attach request
Step 2: Security and authentication
Step 3: Update location request
Step 4: Update location answer (subscription data (VPLMN dynamic address allowed))
Step 5: PGW selection
Step 6: Bearer configulation (QCI=5)
Step 7: Attach accept (IMS voice over PS session supported indication, Emergency service support indicator)

Figure 2

S8HR attach procedure

to the local emergency service. This

gency Service Support Indicator infor-

CSCF with the information element

means that the call routing procedure

mation element in Step 7. Otherwise,

“Anonymous,” which indicates that

for emergency calls must be complet-

the terminal selects CS Fallback for

S-CSCF could not authenticate the

ed within VPLMN. To fulfill these

emergency call via 2G/3G network,

user [6].

regulations, S8HR must support at

if it made a combined location regis-

least one of the following methods:

tration to VPLMN.

(1) CS fallback
(2) IMS emergency call over LTE

When IMS emergency call is select-

4. Trials to Validate
Voice Quality

ed, the terminal is required to perform

As mentioned above, with S8HR,

an emergency registration procedure

all IMS signaling and media go

for user authentication (Figure 3). For

through HPLMN. To investigate the

Which method to use is determined

this procedure, the IMS layer connec-

effect on delays and voice quality,

by the terminal on the basis of infor-

tion between VPLMN’s P-CSCF and

NTT DOCOMO, Korea Telecom, and

mation about the capability of VPLMN,

HPLMN’s S-CSCF is required to ex-

Verizon Wireless performed experi-

which is sent from MME to the termi-

change authentication information. How-

ments in cooperation with GSMA [7].

nal during the attach procedure. The

ever, if the emergency registration

The trials were conducted in an envi-

terminal selects IMS emergency call

fails for whatever reason, the terminal

ronment that replicates commercial net-

with LTE network if it receives an

can continue the procedure by sending

works. Results showed that VoLTE

attach accept message with an Emer-

an INVITE message to VPLMN’s P-

calls with S8HR have better quality

access
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Local PSAP

E-CSCF

P-CSCF
PGW

MSC
① CSFB emergency call

SGW

MME

2G/3G

IMS emergency call procedure:
Emergency registration

S-CSCF
HPLMN

LTE

② IMS emergency call

Figure 3

S8HR emergency call procedure

Technical Journal, Vol.16, No.2, pp.4-

than 3G roaming voice calls, even for

continue discussion on the basis of

long-distance roaming. More partic-

the trial results. NTT DOCOMO has

ipation from other operators will be

contributed to both 3GPP and GSMA

expected, and individual results will

as chair to lead the discussion and

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal,

be used for GSMA evaluation criteria

will continue to drive the industry’s

Vol.15, No.2, pp.37-41, Oct. 2013.

to progress the discussion on S8HR.

discussion of VoLTE roaming and to

5. Conclusion
This article outlined the character-

develop related standards, aiming at
the accelerated global deployment of
VoLTE services.

agreement as to which roaming architecture will be the standard for the mobile industry. GSMA and 3GPP will
continue technical discussions on VoLTE
roaming and many operators will also

[3] I. Tanaka, et.al: “VoLTE Roaming and
Interconnetion Standard Strategy,”

[4] 3GPP SP-150139: “LS on VoLTE Roaming Architecture,” Feb. 2015.
[5] GSMA PRD IR.92: “IMS Profile for
Voice and SMS,” Apr. 2015.
[6] 3GPP TS23.167: “IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) emergency sessions,”

istics of S8HR VoLTE roaming. At the
time of publication, there is no official

22, Oct. 2014.
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Hiroyuki Ishii† of DOCOMO Innovations, Inc., and

sification by utilizing small cells.”

Bo Yu and Liuqing Yang of Colorado State University

This paper proposes the capacity enhancement for

received the Best Paper Award at the Institute of Elec-

small cells under “Phantom Cell *1 architecture” utilizing

trical and Electronics Engineers Global Communica-

the flexible 3-dimensional (3D) Beam-forming*2 facili-

tions Conference 2014 (IEEE Globecom 2014) held in

tated by the adoption of the Active Antenna System

Austin, Texas (U.S.) from December 8-12, 2014.

(AAS) at Base Stations (BSs). Phantom Cell is a mac-

®

IEEE GLOBECOM is one of two flagship confer-

rocell-assisted small cell architecture proposed by

ences of the IEEE Communications Society (ComSoc),

DOCOMO. The aim of Phantom Cell architecture is to

together with IEEE ICC. Each year the conference at-

provide high system capacity and robust mobility while

tracts about 3,000 submitted scientific papers [1], of

reducing the cell planning efforts. One of the key fea-

which approximately 35% are accepted for publication.

tures for Phantom Cell architecture is the C-plane/U-

Among the published papers, 14 papers received the

plane Split configuration. C-plane is supported by macro

Best Paper Award for their outstanding performance.

cell layer to maintain good connectivity and mobility

The title of the award-winning paper was “3D Beam-

using lower existing frequency bands while the U-plane

forming for Capacity Improvement in Macrocell-Assisted

is supported by small cells to provide higher throughput

Small Cell Architecture.” 5G, which is the next phase

and more flexible and energy efficient operations using

of mobile telecommunication standards beyond the

higher frequency bands (e.g., 3.5 GHz band). With

current LTE/LTE-Advanced, is being studied all over

such configurations in Phantom Cells and the assistance

the world for commercialization in the 2020’s. 5G aims

from macrocells, conventional cellular network problems,

2

to achieve a 1,000-fold system capacity per km and a

such as coverage holes or handover failure, need not

100-fold increase in user-experienced throughput com-

be considered. This enables more dynamic and flexible

pared to 2010. It is expected to significantly improve the

3D Beam-forming using an extremely narrow beam,

above system capacity and user-experienced through-

and thereby the received signal quality can be improved

put by means of three approaches; namely, “spectrum

and the interference can also be controlled more effec-

efficiency enhancement by utilizing 3D Beam-forming/

tively. The system level simulations demonstrate the

Massive MIMO,” “spectrum extension by utilizing fre-

significant gain of capacity enhancement with 3D Beam-

quency bands higher than 3 GHz,” and “network den-

forming over the conventional sectorization with fixed
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down-tilt in terms of both the cell average capacity (up
to 124.8% gain) and the cell edge user throughput (up
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to 454.3% gain).
The simple configuration of “combining 3D Beamforming and small cells on the basis of the Phantom
Cell concept” has verified that a large capacity/user
throughput gain can be obtained and has demonstrated
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the potential performance of 5G, which was evaluated
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and resulted in receiving the award.
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*1
*2

Phantom Cell : A trademark of NTT DOCOMO, INC.
3D Beam-forming: Beam-forming is a signal processing technique used
to control the directionality of the transmission and reception of radio signals.
The improvement compared with omnidirectional reception/transmission
is known as receive/transmit gain (or loss). 3D Beam-forming is a technology that dynamically performs beam-forming in both horizontal and
vertical domains.
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